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Exam-style Questions - pages 110-111
1 a) ACCCCUUCUUCICAC (1 mark)

5 amino acids (7 mark)
b) i) rlbosome (1 mark)

Page
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ii) IRNA molecules carry amino acids to the ribosome
(7 rnark). A tRNA molecule with an anticodon
that's compiementary to the first codon on the
mRNA attaches itself to the mRNA (, mark) by
complementary base pairing (7 rnalk). A second
IRNA molecule attaches itself to the next codon on
the mRNA in the same way and the two amino acids
are joined by a peptide bond (, mark). The first
tRNA molecule moves away, leaving its arn;no acid
behind (1 mark). A third IRNA molecule binds ro the
next codon on the mRNA, its amino acid binds to the
first two and the second IRNA molecule moves away
(1 mark). This Vocess continues untilthere's a stop
codon (1 ma*).
(1 mark for making clear that the role of iRNA is to
carry amino acids to the ribosomes according to the
codons in aRNA.)

By the order of bases in the glucagon gene f, mark).
E.g. glucagon could bind to cell membranes (l markJ
causinS the production of cAMP inside the cell (7 mark).
cAMP would then activate the protein inside the cells by
changing its three-dimensional stucture f7 mark).
i) An operon is a section of DNA (, mark) that contains

structural genes, control elements and sometimes a

rcgulatoty Bene (1 mark).
ii) Once bound io the promoter, RNA begins the

transcription of the structural genes in the /ac operon
f7 mark). The structural genes produce proteins/
enzymes that help the bacteria to digest lactose
(1 mark). This means the bacteria are able to respire
laclose in,tead of glucose (1 mark).

The
the

2a)
b)

by

sn

: Leu-His-Asp-
B: Leu-His-His-

a) i) A single-base deletion will cause a frameshift
(1 mark) and this could cause a change in the amino
acid sequencdprimary structure of the protein
(1 mark). This could change the tertiary structure of
the protein and prevent it from functioning (1 mark).
A single-base substitution will only affect one amino
acid (1 mark), whereas a single-base deletion will
probably alter all the amino acids after the mutation
(1 mark).
Mutations that have a neutral effect on a protein's
function won't affect an organism overall (1 mark).
This may happen because the mutaiion doesn't
change the amino acid coded for by a triplet
(1 mark) or because it chanSes the amino acid to one
that is chemically similar to the original (t mark).
Alternatjvely. tl^e mutdtion may dffect dn dmino
acid that isn't involved in the protein's function
(1 mark).
nucleus (l mark)
RNA polymerase attaches to the DNA double helix
at the beginning of a gene (1 mark). The hydrogen
bonds between two DNA strands in the Bene break,
separating the strands and the DNA molecule
uncoils to allow one of the strands to be used as a

lemplale (1 mark). The RNA polymerase lines up
free RNA nucleotides alongside the template strand
(7 mark). Once the RNA nucleotides have paired up
with their complementary bases on the DNA strand
they're joined together, forming a complementary
mRNA molecule (/ mark). The RNA polymerase
moves along the DNA, separating the strands and
assemblin6 the mRN A statd (1 mark) until it reaches

a stop codon and stops making the mRNA (/ malk).
(1 mark for making the correct sequence of steps in
the process clear.)
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a) ir Homcoric genes, ode ior proteins lhdl conirol ,he

development ofrhc bqdy p|2.t 0 mdrk) The ag I

mutation alters the body plan (by causing petali
to grow in place of stamens), so ag-1 must be a
homeotic gene f7 mark).

ii) A homeobox sequence codes for a part of the
protein called the homeodomain (t mark). fhe
homeodomain binds to specific sites on DNA,
enabling the protein to work as a transcription factor
(l mark). Ihe prctein binds to DNA at the start
oi devclopmental genes, a(tivating or repressing
transcription (1 mark) and so altering the production
of proteins involved in the development of the body
plan (1 mafi).
Because o.her organism5 le.g. animals and IJngi)
ha!e s mrlar homeotic genes,o pldnts /, mal<r,
so the developmenr o[ their body plans will be
controlled rn a similat way (t mark).

i) The highly controlled breakdown and death of cells
(1 mark).

ii) 1.8. it relines plarl body pdrls.reared by mitosiq
and drffer.ntiation {, marlrl by removin6 unuanted
sttuctures (1 mark).
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Exam-style Questions - pages 133 - 134'l a) i) Between hours 10 - 40 (7 malk.) as the chromosome
number doubles during this period (1 mark).

i1) 15 hours (l mark)
lnler?haee endo at 40 ho,rto, eolhls rnugtbe when fieiosio
I beqino. Melasis ends whenthe chromosome number has
halvea aqah aL55 hourc.

iii) During prophase l, the chromosomes condense
(1 mark),lomologous chromo,omes pai. up
(7 mark), centrioles move to opposite ends of the
cell forming the spindle (7 marl<) and the nuclear
envelope breaks down (l ma*). Metaphase I then
takes place, during which homologous pairs Iine
up across the centre of the cell (1 mark) and attach
to the spindle fibres by their centromeres f7 mark).
Next, during anaphase l, the spindles contrac!
putling the pairs apaft (1 mark). Finally, in telophase
I the nuclear envelope forms around each group of
chromosomes (1 mafu) and the qloplasm divides
(1 mark). (1 ma* for making the corrcct sequence
of events in meiosis I clear).

iv) They are undergoing meiosis ll (1 mark).
b) i) Crossing-over occurs in prophase I (1 ma*) and is

when chromatids twist around each other and bits o{
chromatid swap over (1 mark).

ii) locus (1 mark)

Cenotype
CroMh on
substance 1

AaBb

aaBb x

AAbb x

AABb

(1 mark fot each)
They must have the genotype aaBb or aaBB (1 mark).
They can't produce enzyme A but can produce enzyme
B (l mark), so if they're given substance 2 they can
convert it to substance 3 (1 mark).
Homozygous - an organism that carries two copies of
the same allele (7 mark).
Domiadnt an allele whose characler:s ic appears in

the phenotype even when there's only one copy
(1 mark).
Recessive - an allele whose characteristic only appears
in the phenotype when two copies of the allele are

Vesenl (1 mark).

the
ue (1.64
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fY - haemophiliac male
ft- female carrier
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b)

corfec't
i) r

Possible phenotypes of F, offspring: carrier female (XHXh),

normal male (XHY), haemophiliac female (XhXh) and
haemophiliac male (XhY).

(1 mark for correct gametes, 1 mark fot cofteci F1

Benotypes, 1 mark for F, phenotypes matched to

Phenotype Ratio E o o-E (O^EF (o r),
E

58 72 4 1€, o24
Haemophilic

female
1 6B 70 2 4 0.06

Haemophilic
male

I 6B 61 -7 49 0.72

1.04

Therefore I'? = 1.04.
(3 marks for correcl answer, otherwise 1 mark for
corrcci expected results, 1 mark for correct
(O-Ef+ E calculation.)

ii) The difference between the observed and expected
results is not significant (1 mark).

Tnie ia becaDoe lhe crillcal value for trhis f,eet 1. 7 .42 ana ihe
cli-squared o ue (1 .A4\ is et rlatt't.c.
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a) The of a newg=0.16andp+g ,soP=1-q
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1 a) i) That it is influenced by only one geoe (1 mark).

ii) Discontinuous variation is where individuals fall into
only one of hro or more distinct categories f7 mark)
and there are no intermediates (7 malk).
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S€Cft6x1 3 Cexr-T.
b) g,=5- 1000=0.005

q = v6.oo5 = o.o7o7 (1 mark)
p=1-0.0707 = 0.9293 (1 mark)
2Pq = o'tztq
0.l314 x 100 = 13.1 4o/o (7 mark)

Yau want to lnd the frequency of Ee (the heterazyqoro
genol;y?e), 5o you need to calculate 2 pq.

c) Cenetic drift f7 mark). The syndrome does not increase
a person's chance of surviving, so the allele must have
become more common in the population by chance
(1 mark).

a) i) As a group of similar organisms that can breed
together to produce feftile offspting (1 mark).
E.B. you can't always see an organism's reproductive
behaviour (1 mark).
E.g. the geographically isolated populations
experienced different conditions (1 mark). fhese
conditions created different selective pressures
(1 mark), so in each lake fish with different alleles
were more likely to survive, reproduce and pass on
their advantageous alleles (1 mark). Over time this
caused the frequencies of the advantageous alleles
in each habitat io increase f/ mark). Mutations
also took place independently in each population,
again altering allele frequencies (1 mark). Eventually
the differences in allele frequencies resulted in the
phenotypes of the two populations changing so much
that they became reproductively isolated (1 mark).
At this point speciation had occurred (1 mark).
(1 mark for making the link between geographical
isolation, changing allele frequencies and speciation
clear.)
A random mutation could take place in a population
(l mark) resulting in a (behavioural/mechanical/
seasonal) change that prevents the two populations
from breeding successfully together f7 mark).
Continuous variation (l mark). E.g.there are no
distinct categories (7 markJ and the average yield
per crop plant can take acv value ir;thin a range
(1 mark).
A combination of genotype and the environmen!
because the data shows continuous variation
(1 nark).
When humans select individuals in a population to
breed together to get desirable traits (/ mark).
E.B. wheat plants with a high yield (e.g. large ears)
are bred together (, mark). The offspring with the
highest yields are then selected and bred together
(1 marb. fhis is continued over several generations
to produce a plant with a very high yield (1 mark).
Some goatgrass plants had alleles which gave them
a higher cold tolerance than others (1 mark). Tf'ese
plants were better adapted to the selective pressure of
a cold environment (1 mark), Ihis maC,e them more
likely to survive, reproduce and pass on the alleles
for cold tolerance (l mark). As a result, a greater
proportion of the next generation inherited the alleles
for cold tolerance (7 markJ. These plants are also
more likely to survive, reproduce and pass on their
alleles, so the frequency of the cold tolerance alleles
increases from generation to generation (7 mark).

ii) E.g. in the natural selection of goatgrass, the
organisms that reproduce are selected by the
environment but in the artificial selection of Inrcum
aestivum this is carried out by humans (1 ma*).
The artificial selection of Irrtrcum aestlyum aims for
a predetermined result, but in the natural selection
of goatgrass the result was unpredictable (l mark).
The natural selection of goatgrass made the species
better adapted to the environment, but the artificial
selection of Iritrcum aesriyum made the species more
useful for humans (7 mark).

4- tng nol
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Exam-style Questions - pages '166-167
1 a) i) Any tl-lree from: e.g. pH probe - monitors the pH

and keeps it at an optimum level so enzymes work
more efficiently (7 malk). / Water jacket - keeps the
temperature at an optimum level so enzymes work
more efficiently (1 mark). / hddles - circulate the
medium around the vessel so the bacteria can always
access the nutrients needed for groMh (l mark). /
Sterile air-in pipe - pumps oxy8en into the vessel

when needed, so the microorganisms can always
respire to provide energy tor growlh (1 mark).

Tne qresLior aeks yor No idenlity l:hree lealurcs af lhe
fetmenlaLlon veoeel in5 q. 1 .1 ., ea make oure you anly wrile
aboul, feaLweo ghown or f,he vegoel in lhe Aia\rar\ or you

war't qetl,he fiarko.
ii) It prevents unwanted microorganisms from entering

the vessel (7 mark) which may compete with the
bacteria for nutrients and reduce the yield (t mark).
35 minules (1 mark)
E.g. The population size initially increases very
slowly because the bacteria have to make enzymes
and other molecules before they can reproduce
(l ma*). lttakes less time for the bacterial
population to then double in size again because
these enzymes and molecules have already been
made (1 mark).

iii) E.g.

a) i)

ii)

b)

c) i)

iv) In a closed culture, no extra nutrients are added
and waste products aren't removed (1 mark). Atter
a time, there's not enough food and waste products
start to build up (1 mark). This causes the bacteria to
reproduce more slowly and die faster (7 mark). The
graph levels off when death rate equals reproduction
ftte (1 mark) and decreases when death rate is

higher than reproduction ,ate (1 ma*).ln a culture
Iike the one in Fig. 1.2, this doesn't happen because
the constant addition of nutrients and removal of
waste products keep conditions favourable for growth
(1 mark).

the question asko yauf,o et<?ldnlhe Aiffercncee bet),een Lhe

two qrawlh curyee, so you aan'l Oel matke fot juet desctlbinq
lhefi.
c) i) Non-reproductive cloning - embryonic stem

cells are being made rather than a whole organism
(1 mark).

ii) The body cell is taken and the nucleus is extracted
(1 mark). This nucleus is then inserted into an e8g
cell (1 mark), which has been enucleated (7 mar&.
The egg is then stimulated to divide (1 mark), and an

embryo is produced (1 mark) from which embryonic
stem cells can be halested (1 mark). (1 mark if the
correct order of steps is clear).
These cells are stem cells (/ marD, so they can
develop into any of the cell types needed to produce
a new plant (/ marb.
Any two from: e.g. desirable characteristics will
always be passed onto the clones (1 mark). / Sterile
plants can be reproduced (1 ma*). / Plants that take
a long iime to produce seeds can be reproduced
quickly (1 mark).
The clones are all Senetically identical (1 ma*), so

they will all be susceptible to the bacterial infection
(1 mark).
Their ideal growth conditions can be easily created
(1 ma*). They Btow rapidly, so products can be
made very quickly (7 mark). They can grow on a
range of inexpensive materials (1 mark). They can be
grown at any time of year (1 mark),

ii)

Batch Continuous

The culture is a closed svstem

The culture is kept in the
exponential phase of growth.

Product is harvested in the
stationary phase of growth.

The product yield is relatively
high.

Used if secondary metabolites
are required.

(1 mark for each correct answer. If more than
four boxes have been ticked, lose 1 mark for each
incorrect answel)

Wilh queetiane like Lhese, don'l hedqe your bete and Oive

fiare angwera l,han you're aaked lor - you could ena u? bsinq
marka.

b) i)

ii)

(1 mark)

f,Answers
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Exam-style Questions - pages 189-190
'1 a) Any two from, e.g. they may have been concerned

that the crop would encourage farmers to plant
monocultures, reducing biodiversity (1 marb. lfhey
may have been concerned about the possibility of
'superweeds' - weeds that are resistant to herbicides
because they've bred with genetically enBineered
herb icide-resistant cr ops (1 mark) . /Tbey may have been

concerned that the agricultural company may use the
crop to exploit farmers in developing countties (1 mark).

b) i) A DNA probe is a sho( single strand of DNA
(1 mark) with a base sequence that is complementary
to a target sequence (l mark).

ii) A sample of DNA containing the resistance gene
is digested using restriction enzymes (7 marld
and the digested fragments are separated by
electrophoresis (1 mark). The separated fragments
are then transferred to a nylon membrane (7 mark)
and incubated with a fluorescently or radioactively
-labelled DNA probe (I mark). The probe will
hybridise to any DNA fragment that contains a
complementary DNA sequence (/ mark). The
membrane is then exposed to UV light/ X-ray film,
so that the band the probe has attached to can be
visualised (1 mark). (1 markfor making clear the
correct sequence of steps involved in locating the
gene.)

c) i) Colonies were added to the plate containing
penicillin to identify the transformed cells (tlrose
that have hken up the recombinant DNA containing
the target gene) (1 ma*). A matker gene/genetic
marker for penicillin resistance was added to the
recombinant DNA so that only transformed cells will
grow on plates containing penicillin, allowing them
to be identified (7 mark). Colonies of bacteria were
also added to a standard agar plate as a conirol to
show that the penicillin stopped colonies without the
penicillin-resistance gene growing (7 mark).

ii) Bacteria A is a ne8ative cont.ol (1 mark), to make
sure nothing in the host cells on their own makes
them resistant to penicillin/ to make sure the
penicillin is working (7 mark).

Therc'e rnorc an negative conttole in lhe F,ow 5cience Worke

seclion aL lhe trcni: of lhe baok.

iii) Any one of 1, 3, 5 or 7. These grew on the penicillin
plate, and so must be transformed cellVcontain the
recombinant DNA with the gene of interest and the
marker gendgenetic marker for penicillin-resistance
(1 mark).

a) E.g. plasmids / BACs/Bacterial artificial chromosomes
(1 mark)

9acterlo?haqe1 are vectare too, but,lhey arc a type of vt us
lhat infecto bacteda, 9a Lhla doean'1t angwet lhe queglion.
Make eure you read lhe queslion carefully belore and, it yau've

Line, aflter you answet il.
b) i) Nine out of the ten patients had a functional immune

system after gene therapy (1 mark). However, two
out of the ten patients developed leukaemia within 3

years of ihe treatment (1 mark).
ii) Any two Irom: e.g. a larger sample size could be

used (1 ma*). lfhe patients could be followed for
longer than three years after treatment (, narr<). /
lndicators other than developing leukaemia could
be used to check the health status of the patients
(1 mark).

E.g. the technology could be used in ways other than for
medical treatment, e.g. to reverse the cosmetic effects

ot aging (l marb. /fhere's the potential to do more

harm than good by using the technology, e.g. by causing
the overexpression of genes (1 mark). I Cene therapy
is expensive and the resources may be better spent
on treatments that have already passed clinical trials
(1 mark).
E.g. they could use restriction enzymes (1 mark) lo cul
the DNA at specific palindromic recoSnition sequences
(I mark).
They are important in ln vivo cloning as complementary
sticky ends (1 mark) are required to anneal (bind) the
tarSet DNA fragment and vector DNA together (7 mark).

Answers
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S€cltor.+ j coNf "..
c) Any six from: the vector DNA is cut using the same

restriction enzyme to produce complementary sticky
ends (1 mafu). The DNA fragment containing the
desired gene and vector DNA are mixed togeiher with
DNA ligase (1 mark), which joins the sticky ends/
sugar-phosphate backbones of the two strands together
creating recombinant DNA (/ markl. Marker genes/
genetic markers are inserted into the vector at the same
time as the DNA fragment (t ma*). The vector with
the recombinant DNA and the fluorescent marker gend
genetic marker is then used to transfer the gene into
host cells (1 ma*). The host cells are grown on agar
plates to produce colonies of cloned cells (t markj. tl
the agar plate is placed under UV light, only colonies of
transformed cells will fluoresce because onlv these cells
will contain the marker gene/genetic marker 1l mark).
ldentified transformed cells are allowed to grow more
producing lots of copies of the cloned geni (t mark1.

d) E.g.ln vivo clooing can be a cheaper method than ln
virro cloning (l marb./ La,ger {ragments of DNA can be
tloned,using in yivo cloniig compdred to /n rilro cloning
(I 

.mark). 
/ ln y/vo cloning can be less technically

difficult ihan ,n virro cloning (1 ma*). /There ar:e usually
fewer mutations with rn vlvo cloning compared to rn
vitro cloninl (1 mark).
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Exam-style Questions - pages 215-216
1 a) i) The population sizes of species A and B rise and

fall cyclically over the20 year period (1 mark).
The population sizes increase when resources are
plentiful but decrease when resources become
limited (1 mark). This is because of intraspecific
competition / organisms of species A are competing
with each other for the same resources, and
organisms of species B are competing with each
other for the same resources (1 mark).

ii) (biotic) limiting factor (7 mark)
b) Regular grazing would prevent the normal climax

community from developing (1 mark), so succession
would be deflected from its natural cou$e (l matk).

a) i) E.g. they could set up a belt nansect / place quadrats
next to each other along a transect (I mark) leading
from the edge ofthe field that,s next to the stream
into the middle of thefield (t mark).

ii) They could count how many squares of each quadrat
are covered by marsh marigolds by counting a square
if ifs more than half-covered (1 mark). Measuring
percentage cover is a quick way to investigate the
abundance of marsh marigolds (7 markJ and they
wouldn't have to count all the individual marsh
marigolds (1 ma*).

b) The non-living features of an ecosystem (1 mark).
a) Light / the Sun (, mark)
b) net productivity = gross productivity - respiratory loss

net productivity = 2143 - 1571 = 572 ktm'2yrn
(1 mark for coftect wotking only, 2 marks for correct
answer)

c) E.g. because some parts of food, e.g. roots or bones,
aren't eaten by organisms so the energy isn,t taken in
(1 mark). Also, some parts offood are indigestible so
pass through organisms and come out as waste, e.g.
faeces (l ma*).

Answers
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percentage efficiency of energy transfer =
(net productiv;ty of trophic level + net productivity of
previous trophic level) x 100
Between the producer and primary consumer 1 =
(2619 : 387 50) x 1 00 = 6.7 6ok
Behveen the producer and primary consumer 2 =
(1265 ..:-38750) x 100 = 3.26%
6.76-3.26=3.50k
(1 mark for each correct percentage efficiency of
enetgy ttansfet or 3 marks for correci answer)
Nitrogen compounds from dead organisms/animal
waste are turned into ammonium compounds (7 mark)
by decomposers (e.g. bacteria or fungi) (1 mark).
Nitrosomonas (7 mark) change ammonium compounds
into nitrites (7 mark). Nitrobacter (/ mark) change
nitrites into nttates (1 mark). Nitrates are converted into
ni]Jogen gas (I mark) by denitrifying bacteria (1 mark).
(1 mark for correctly describing the roles of at least two
named microorgan i sms).

a) E.g. itt the right thing to do, especially if the ecosystem
is at risk because of human activity. /There is a moral
responsibility to conserve ecosystems for future
generations, so they can enjoy and use them. fl mark)

)f lhe quealian lelL you tD' oulllne' a reaoon tor somethlng (1ike

ihie ane), you neea ia Oive a bit morc than a ore wori anower
fiake eurc yau include a ll+&le blt af detail.

b) lt means taking enough resources from the woodland to
meet the needs of people today (1 ma*), but without
reducing the ability of people in the future to meet their
own needs (1 mark).

c) Any three from: e.g.:

Method Explanation

Trees cleared in strips
or patches.

Woodland grows back more
quickly in smaller areas
between bits of existing
woodland than it does in
larger, open areas.

Cleared strips or
patches of woodland
aren't too iarge or
exposed.

Lots ofsoil erosion can occur
on large areas of bare ground.
lf the soil is eroded, newly
planted trees won't be able
to grow.

Timber is harvested
by coppicingicut
down in a way that
lets them grow back.

New trees don't need to be
planted.

Oniy native species
are planted.

Native species Srow most
successfully because they're
adapted to the climate.

Planted trees are
attached to posis /
Brown in plastic
tubes.

This makes it more likely the
trees will survive to become
mature adults as they're
supported/protected.

Trees aren't planted
too close together.

The trees aren't competing
with each other for space or
resources, so they/re more
likely to survive.

Maximum of 6 marks available (1 mark for each coffect
method up to a maximum of 3 marks. 1 mark for each
correctly matcbed explanation of how the method
works).
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Pages 241-242 Fact Recall
Ql a)
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Exam-style Questions - Pages 244-245
1 a) The biceps and triceps work antagonistically/are an

antagonistic pair of muscles (1 mark). When the biceps
contracts, the triceps relaxes (I ma*). This pulls the
bone so the arm bends at the elbow (7 mark). When the
triceps contracts, the biceps relaxes f/ mark). This pulls
the bone so the arm straightens at the elbow (1 mark).

b) Acetylcholine is released from (the presynaptic
membrane of) a motor neurone f7 mark) at a
neuromuscular junction (1 ma*). It then diffuses
across the synaptic clefl (1 mark) and binds to nicotinic
cholinergic receptors f, mark) on the motor end plate/
postsynaptic membrane, causing the postsynaptidmuscle
cell to depolarise (7 mark).

c) i)

N ar'ne
Appearance nhen the biceps
relaxes, comp.l cd to Fig 1.'1.

H-zone longer

B l-band longer

C A-band same length

(1 mark for each correct answer)
Myosin filaments have globular heads that are hinged
(1 mark). Each myosin head has a binding site for
actin (1 matk) and a binding site for NP (1 mark).
The myosin head binds to the actin filament and
forms an actin-myosin cross bridge (/ mark). Energy
released from ATP moves the myosin head to the
side, which pulls the actin Iilament along in a rowirg
action/power stroke (1 marb. AfP also ptovides
the energy to break the actin-myosin cross bridge
(1 ma*) so lhe myosin head detaches from the actin
filament after it's moveC, (1 mark). The myosin head
then returns to it's starting position and reattaches
to a different binding site further along the actin
filament (1 mark). As the cycle is repeated, the
myosin head pulls the actin filament along, causing
the muscle to contract (1 mark). (1 markfor making
the coftect sequence of steps cleat - formation
of an actin-myosin cross bridge, followed by the
actin filament being pulled alongfollowed by the
breaking of the actin-myosin cross bridge and the
myosin head returning to its stafiing position.)
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d) i) ArP is made by phosphorylating ADp (1 mark) with
a phosphate group taken from phosphocreatindpcr
(1 mark).

?emembecLhe N7-phoe?hacrcatine (?Cr) oyeLern io ueea
during short bL)rotg ol vtqarauo exercioe .

ii) ATP is generated very quickly (7 mark). No oxygen
is needed / the process is anaerobic (l marg. fie
process is alactic / no iactate is formed (I mark).

e) Any three from: e.g. a voluntary muscle fibre is
multinucleate whereas an involuntarv muscle {ibre is
uninucleate., A volunta v muscle fibre i. -nucn longer
than an involuntary muscle fibre. /A voluntary musile
fibre has a long, straight shape whereas an involuntary
muscle fibre is spindle-shaped with pointed ends. / A
voluntary muscle fibre has cross-striations visible under
a microscope whereas involuntary muscle doesn,t.
(3 marks available)

Always read exam quegttiang carclul y - lh)s one aske lor
three aLrrcltural dfferences, so you wonli geL markg fat
c a m p a rin q t h e I un cti on..
a) phototropism f7 markl
b) The seedling should have been a Coosegrass plant and

potted in soil from the same source (l mark). There
should have been no larrp/light from any direction
ptesent (1 ma*).

..t .eedirg A wi,l be bent ro tr.e rigl-, {I mdrk) bpc"u5e it
n il' have g,owr towa.o5 rna liglt (t marL). Seed'ingB
w ill have grown srra.ght up (I marl) because the rotation
ol the.,aedling means thdr the Jigt-l is not conhruoL> \
cor'rng'rori o1e direc\ton 0 marL). 5eedling C wr Ibc
bent towards the left but will have a kink in, s6 that it is
not a smooth bend (l mark) because it will have grown
to the right for five days, rhen to the left for five diys and
to the right again {or the last five days, as the light las
been coming from a different direction (7 markJ.

d) Auxins (1 mark) move to the most shaded oarts of the
plaot (1 mark). This means the shaded palts of the shoot
grow faster/elongate more than the parts exposed to light
(, mark).. This uneven growth leads to the shoot bending
towards the light (t na*).

a) i) adrenaline (I mark)
ii) The medulla oblongata controls breathing rate

(1 mark). Duringthe 'fight or flight, response,
nervous impulses fronr the medulla oblongata cause
the muscles around the bronchioles to relix (1 mark)
so that breathing is deeper (/ rnark). Nervous
impulses from the medulla oblongata also cause
the intercostal muscles and diaphragm to contact
laster (1 mark), which increases the rate and deoth
of breathing (7 markJ. The medulla oblongata JIso
controls heart rate (I mark). Nervous impulses from
the medulla oblongata cause the heart to contract
faster and with morelorce (l mark), so that more
blood is pumped aro und the body (t mark).

iii) Blood is dive(ed from the skin (l mark) andfromthe
8ut (l mark) to the h eart (1 ma*),lungs (l mark)
and skeletal muscle (1 mark).

Make sure you ?ay att enlian to lhe comrnana wad in the
quegliar, - you are ody asked ta'deecdbe' here so don't
wabte Lir " e / p ai" r q w 1t t - pre | 1 1q9 

^a??er.bl Cldssi(dlcondirioning i,I mar*), becau.e a perso,.t witl^
ornithophobia learns to respond (with the ,fight or flight,
response) to a stimulus that wouldn,t usualJv cause that
response (the sight ol abnd) fi mark).

Answers


